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REPORT ABOUT TEST RESULTS

Participants: Talleres Sandua (auto-service) as a partner of ECO COMBUSTION EUROPEA (Spain), tested 
nanotechnological products during last months and used central reprogramming of ECU.

NANOADITIVE   TESTS
:

Vehicle Km.
Audi A4 NA-5581-BC >180.000 Immediate improvements after adding nanoaditive.

Reducing of noise and improvement of vehicle's moving 
as well as engine power. 

With 1st oil change there were problems like before (noise, 
low compression). Than the product was added and a 
result was seen after 1st application.

Audi A4 NA-8009-AT >180.000 Recent application. Today we don't have any results.

Audi A4 0375 BWH >180.000 After product application a driver noticed improvements, 
gentle moving and reducing of noise.
As the driver drives agressively fuel economy wasn't 
noticed.

Audi A6 NA-0457-BB >180.000 This client noticed that the vehicle was moving more getle 
than before and noises have been disapeared. He is very 
satisfied.

Citroen Berlingo NA-1573-AV >180.000 We have noticed gentle vehicle moving,
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NANOADITIVES  TEST + PROGRAMMING SYSTEM

. 
  

CONCLUSION

Today we have received general satisfaction of all our clients to whose cars nanoaditive was applied to and 
promming system was installed. 

We should emphasize that majority of improvements like gentle engine moving were in vehicles with run 
more than 120 000km.

We hope that missing test results will have the same level and now we don't have any doubts about it.

.

Signed  : Chechu Iriarte    Pamplona, 18th of August 2010.

Vehicle Km.
PUEGEOT 406 6411 CVS 450.000 TAXIST

He has noticed immediately noise reducing and 
compression impovement.
After product application anf running several km we have 
noticed fuel economy of 20-25%. Client is very satisfied 
with the results of system programmimg and nanoaditive 
application.

Citroen C5 0284 GFP 80.000 BREAKDOWN SERVICE TECHNICAL ASSITANT 
Because of his activity this client has to run many 
kilometrers every day. In the beginning he didn't notice any 
economy, but after 30 days of tests his ensured us that his 
vehicle runs about 850-950km with full tank. 

Now he runs about 1200-1250km.

RENAULT MASTER 1965 GKY Today don't have results.

FORD TRANSIT 6567DBV System was installed last week. Today the driver notices 
gemtle moving and more compression. We hope to recieve 
more information in coming days.
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